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The pathways conceptual model (CM)
What is it?

 It assists in providing the linkages between the 
receptor and the significant issues and 
significant pressures, thereby providing the 
basis for the understanding required to enable 
a decision on “the right measure in the right 
place”.

 The pathways component of the 3-D “mental 
model” produced in written (and sometimes in 
diagrammatic) form. (It is taking a  ‘helicopter view’ of 
all the relevant pathway elements of a 
site/subcatchment.)

Comment: See Section 10.5.7 and Appendix 6 in Volume 1 of the  Guidance Handbook for further information 



The conceptual model (CM)
What is it?

 The complexity should be appropriate to the situation that 
needs resolving, and no greater.

 A representation of a 
complex system, the 
catchment (or a site), which 
is used to make it 
understandable to all 
involved.

 Based on data/information 
and evaluation of these data.

 An iterative and evolving 
process, that improves as 
more data become available 
and the understanding 
improves.



Why use conceptual models?

 As a systematic mechanism for integrating 
data/information:
 Topographical, hydrological, hydrogeological, biological, 

hydrochemical, hydromorphological, etc.

 Formalising helps stimulate and sort out ideas on how the 
catchment system works.

 Helps see gaps in the info and understanding.

 Enables the catchment system or site setting  to be 
described in a logical way.

 Improves decision-making.



W

Loosing stream (dry weather)

Gaining stream(wet weather)

Overland flow

A pathways conceptual model

Note surface runoff scenario in NW 
and underground flows in SE. This is 

due to the aquifer types.

Source: GSI

The receptor



PCMs – Recommended Approach

Imagine that we have a (sub)catchment and we 
have to work out what is happening to water and 

pollutants before they reach a receptor.
Let us assume that the receptor is a watercourse 
and diffuse and small point sources are posing a 

threat to water quality. 



PCMs

ADVICE

Don’t be put off by thinking that this is 
complex/difficult.

It could be.

It needn’t be.



PCMs – Recommended Approach

 Think in terms of the 2 main pathway elements 
 The hydraulic issue
 Is the water (either rainfall and/or effluent 

discharged onto/into land) moving away:
 As underground flow
 As overland flow/close to the land surface
 A combination (but think of relative inputs).

 The attenuation issue
 Will pollutants be treated adequately before a 

receptor is reached (or how much attenuation occurs along 
the pathway before the receptor is reached).



PCMs – Recommended Approach

 The hydraulic issue questions:
 Is the area poorly draining (where flows are 

mainly overland and near surface) or freely draining 
(where flows are largely underground) ?????

 Therefore, split the area in question into 
compartments based on these two 
scenarios.



PCMs – Recommended Approach

 Remember: the ‘driver’ is/are the significant 
issues or relevant pollutants, as these dictate 
the pathways that are relevant. 
 The PCM should then concentrate on the 

pathway(s) that are relevant. Examples:
 Underground for NO3 and FIOs
Overland and near surface for PO4, Total P, FIOs, MCPA



Sources of 
pathway 
information: A 
checklist

Maps that are relevant to 
evaluating the pathways for 

water and pollutants

Most of these maps are readily available on 
either EPA or GSI websites. 



PCMs – Recommended Approach
Compartmentalising the subcatchment

 Start with the aquifer map as this provides the 
regional surface water and groundwater flow 
settings, giving the main pathway 
compartments.

 Then examine the soil drainage map, which 
gives a more localised understanding.

 Overlaying the soil drainage map on the 
aquifer map gives pathway sub-compartments.



Summary: water movement on land and in the landscape
Influence of bedrock aquifers

In general,         
water flows in the 
blue, green and red 
areas are  mostly 
underground as 
groundwater, 
whereas in the 
brown areas, 
surface flows are 
more likely to 
dominate.

See Table 10-5, Volume 
1 for details on the flow 
regimes in each aquifer 

category area



 Main flow paths in upper 
fractured zone & along 
narrow fault zones.

Permeability decreases 
with depth.

Well yields usually low.
Drainage density varies, 

depending on rock type & 
overlying subsoil mainly.

 Low baseflows to surface 
water in summer.

 Small streams and 
drainage ditches common.

Summary: water movement on land and in 
the landscape
Locally important bedrock, moderately productive 
only in local zones (Ll)



Karst aquifer 
subtypes: Rkd

 

Diffuse flow dominated
 Where flow is more ‘diffuse’ 

along bedding planes and in 
small conduits.

 This is the most imp aquifer in 
the country, with many high 
yielding wells & springs.

 Generally gives a more 
consistent and widespread 
groundwater input to streams 
in dry weather, i.e. good 
baseflows

 Some caves & sinking streams 
present, and the springs less 
flashy.

 Low drainage density (unless 
overlain by poorly draining 
subsoils)

https://www.gsi.ie/en-ie/publications/Pages/Karst-of-Ireland-Landscape-Hydrogeology-Methods-David-Drew.aspx

Map of limestone aquifers

https://www.gsi.ie/en-ie/publications/Pages/Karst-of-Ireland-Landscape-Hydrogeology-Methods-David-Drew.aspx


PCMs – Recommended Approach
Compartmentalising the subcatchment

 Start with the aquifer map as this provides the 
regional surface water and groundwater flow 
settings, giving the main pathway 
compartments.



Aquifer map: a good starting point 





PCMs – Recommended Approach
Compartmentalising the subcatchment

 Start with the aquifer map as this provides the 
regional surface water and groundwater flow 
settings, giving the main pathway 
compartments.

 Then examine the soil drainage map.



Soil drainage categories 



Poorly draining areas and 
high PO4 susceptibility.

Freely-draining areas and 
high NO3 susceptibility.



PCMs – Recommended Approach
Compartmentalising the subcatchment

 Start with the aquifer map as this provides the 
regional surface water and groundwater flow 
settings, giving the main pathway 
compartments.

 Then examine the soil drainage map.

 Overlaying the soil drainage map on the 
aquifer map gives pathway sub-compartments.



4 sub-compartments 


Subcompartment1A
Subcompartment1B
Subcompartment2A
Subcompartment2B

The main potential areas that could contribute PO4 to 
surface water are sub-compartments 1A and 2A.

The main potential areas that could contribute NO3 to 
surface water are sub-compartments 2B.



PCMs – Recommended Approach
 Depending on that the significant issue(s) 

is(are) or the potential pollutants, check the 
pathway susceptibility map as this is based on 
more comprehensive information than the soil 
drainage map.
 Then check the relevant PIP map to locate the 

CSAs and, if relevant, the location of the 
focused flow delivery paths and points.
 Conclude briefly (e.g. bullet points) on the 

pathways conceptual model and on the CSAs.
 Include relevant maps



Examples of PCMs

Copied from Appendix 6 in Volume 1 of the Guidance Handbook. 



Examples of PCMs

Copied from Appendix 6 in Volume 1 of the Guidance Handbook. 



PCM for a freely draining scenario near a 
watercourse



M Poor (Pl) aquifer, low 
transmissivity bedrock



Drawing the conceptual model

 Can be helpful in visualising the compartments and 
linkages.
 Can be a 2-D cross-section or a 3-D block diagram.

 Can be a simple rough hand drawn sketch.

 Can be schematic; doesn’t have to be realistic as this 
can be too detailed.

 May need to produce a more formalised CM where 
published reports or a simplified one for 
communication with the general public.



Conceptual site model

https://www.epa.ie/publications/compliance--
enforcement/waste/Guidance_on_the_Management_of_Contaminated_Land_and_Groundwater_at_EPA_Licensed_Sites.pdf



Possible symbols for drawing CMs
Spring/seep: 
 
Recharge to groundwater/infiltration:  
 
Losing stream:  
 
Groundwater flowpaths:  
 
 
 
Zone of concentrated groundwater flow:   
e.g. shallow bedrock flow 
 
Overland flow/shallow soil flow 
 
 
Use arrow thickness to illustrate the relative amount of water in the different flowpaths. 
Karst features: use symbols used by the GSI – see their maps of karst features. 



Monitoring Pt
Overland/near surface Flow
Subsurface flow

Kilcormac Ballyboy Ballynacarrig
Bridge

Kiloughy Cadamstown

1. Overland Flow
Lower cond, less transmisstivity, 
Silurian Medasediment/ volcanics
(PL), Poorly draining

3. Peat/drains/
overland flow. 
Wet/Poorly drained

2. Subsurface Flow
Free draining,
Gravels, fractured 
sandstones. 
SW/GW Interaction

4. Subsurface flow
Free draining, 
Gravels, 
limestone tills, 
Bedded limestone 
(Rkd)



Finally …..
 Remember the reason for producing a CM 

(summary text and sketches/diagrams)
 To aid understanding on the main relevant pathways 

as a basis for answering  questions , such as:
 “what are the best things to do to get 

improvement”?
 “where do I focus my time and effort”?

 No need to be fearful of doing CMs. All they are 
is your understanding put down on paper as an 
aid.
 They are not an end in themselves.

 There is no one “right” way of doing them! Suit 
your way of thinking and, in the case of 
sketches, drawing.

 Remember, “the main thing is to keep the main 
thing the main thing”!!
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